Introduction
The performance of Anger scintillation cameras on the market has been continuously improved in the last decade1). With increasing needs for rapid dynamic function studies, however, the count rate limitation of the cameras is becomming an important matter of consideration2),3). In particular, radiospirometry, radiocardiography and regional cerebral blood flow measurement often demand such high count rates that the counting loss becomes a significant problem in quantitative analysis. The high count rate capability is also quite important in the applications to annihilation coincidence positron imaging4) and coded aperture imaging.
Shortening of dead-time of cameras has been achieved in certain extent by using fast electronics for signal processing after position compu- jor point of these circuits is to eliminate the contributions of signals from phototubes located far from a scintillation event.
A widely used method is a combination of the utilization of non-linear (or threshold) preamplifiers for all phototubes and a resistor matrix followed by a ratio-circuits6).
In applying the VST technique rigorously to this type of cameras, the VST circuits must be 
The validity of Eq. 2 was confirmed by a Monte Carlo computer simulation, in which random pulse time intervals were generated sequentially and sampled pulses were counted according to the camera function described before.
Next, we shall modify Eq. 2 for a more general case taking into account the finite values of td, tb and tr. The introduction of the minimum pre-and post-pulse intervals, t¢ and tb, is considered to reduce the apparent pulse rate at the input of the VST circuits to a rate of n•expC-n(ta+tb)), and therefore n in Eq. 2 should be replaced by the above rate. The nominal integration time tw should be replaced by tw+tr because the period from the arrival of an input pulse to the end of the integration is prolonged by tr. It is also reasonable to replace th by th-tb, because the existence of th has no practical effect on the observed pulse rate as long as th <tb . Thus, we have a final approximate expression given by
•¬
where tƒÅ<tƒÖ+tr. •¬ (4) In this paper, the fundamental principle of the new camera system is described without the detailed circuitry of the camera, but the choice of the value of th depends upon the speed of the position computer and the following devices including an analogue buffer memory, an image display unit or an interface to a computer. The overall count rate performance is then determined by taking into account the speed of these devices, which goes beyond the scope of this paper. The realization of the new cameras needs some complication in electronics, but there seems to be no inherent difficulties with the recent progress in electronics technology.
The VST technique is expected to achieve a quantum jump in count rate performance, and the new fast cameras will become a useful tool in the fast dynamic studies or in the applications to new imaging techniques which need high input pulse rates, in the future nuclear medicine.
(12) E. Tanaka, et al.: New Anger scintillation cameras with improved count rate capability
